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Supplementary Figure S1 . Overall correlation matrixM .
The figure illustrates in detail how all experimental correlations (on the left) are rearranged into the overall correlation matrixM (on the right). Each columnM r corresponds to the data set labeled by r (see red arrows). The blue arrows indicate the exact correspondence between the column entries and the correlations. The correlations are assumed to be determined from the experimental data at discrete values of momentum transfer q 1 ..q nq . Therefore the 1-point correlations are arranged in an n q -dimensional column vectorm
(1),r ,i , occuping n q entries of the columnM r , while the for each Fourier order k the 2-point correlations are arranged in an n q × n q -dimensional matrixm (2),r k ,ij , which each occupy n q × n q entries of the same column.
A totally equivalent correspondence applies between single particle correlations c
(1),r ,i and c
(2),r k ,ij of species a, and the columns C a of the overall single particle correlation matrix C.
